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Praesto Srls ― 2015/2017
Branding
UI / UX Design

Praesto lets you pre-order your meal at restaurants 
in your area, so that when you get there you'll find 
your lunch served and ready to enjoy it at the 
table or to take it away. 

Hussle-free ordering experience. No delays, 
no queues, no more time wasted.

WWe are changing the meaning of the word fast 
when associated to food.



Printed Material:
- Depliant B2B “For Restaurants”
- Paper Placemat
- Business Card
- Reserved Table Sign



Some Illustrations I made for the 
motion videos, online and offline 
materials!



A motion graphic video, 
to promote and explain how the 
mobile app Praesto works.

PLAY 
VIDEO

https://www.facebook.com/praestoapp/videos/1862503490633153/


ZINO
Zino is a character I created for a
Social Media Campaign, It’s a sad
SSandwich (the fastest and ugliest 
food, a student or a worker can 
buy from a vending machine and 
eat) 

Its name comes from Tramezzino 
the italian name of this kind of 
sandwich! 



Merchandise:
- T-Shirt for Staff and Ambassadors
- Paper Shopper Bag for Take Away
- Magnet Bottle Opener



Some printed and online 
advertisements.



iOS and Android App UI Screens.



Adobe Stock Contest #ChallengeYourPerspective ― 2017

Image Compositing

Freiheitstraum
The challenge asked to show my compositing skills, 
by the creation of a composition artwork inspired 
by the theme “Freedom” using some pre-selected 
Creative Cloud assets and Adobe Stock photos.



Tidus is Alive - Stuck in Limbo ― 2015
Art Direction
Logo / Artwork
Retouch



JOHN RICHMOND FW 2014-2015  ― 2014

Retouch





Dreamway Tales - Disordine ― 2013

Art Direction
Logo / Artwork
Photography
Retouch



Silvian Heach Workbook SS 2013 ― 2013

Art Direction
Design
Retouch



Contest Ministero Affari Esteri Italiano ― 2012
Zooppa.com

Art Direction
Design
Retouch

This project, realised for the partecipation in a 
competition of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
on the website zooppa.com, uses the worldwilde 
sterotype of Italians as “Pasta-eaters”. 
I realised a visual by using pasta with tomato sauce 
to reproduce the most famous Italian personalities 
and inventions.

I persoI personally oversaw the art direction, the pasta and 
tomato sauce illustration, the post-production and 
the layout.



Borderline - ...edaberefuoco! ― 2010
Art Direction
Logo / Artwork
Retouch

For the Italian alternative rock 
band Borderline, I wanted to 
create a false product, an 
alcoholic drink, by paying 
aattention to every detail: the 
product naming, that refers to 
the EP’s title, the packaging of 
the bottle and at least, the ad, 
whose visual is also the EP’s 
front cover.



The printed ad, affixed nearby 
the downtown music clubs, 
invited people to visit the 
website for further information 
on the drink, but actually, the 
website redirected to the band’s 
MySpace page, where it was
 pos possible to listen to EP.



SEE MORE ON
behance.net/jorodesign

ROBERTO MARRA
Graphic Designer & Creative Photo Retoucher

jorodesign.com

http://www.behance.com/jorodesign
http://www.jorodesign.com
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